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Lowly Backpack Turned Into Milan Must

: Hasuike's No Frills Way

Jackie Cooperman and International Herald Tribune FEB. 23, 2000

MILAN— Makio Hasuike, whose accessories are inspired by strawberry boxes and

bra cups, cringes at the thought of frills.

"I try to be distinctive, but our products aren't exaggerated. They don't scream

'design,"' says the architect-turned-accessories-guru, 62, on a recent afternoon in the

Milan offices of his company, MH Way.

wearing a black wool t of unders1982 as a firm that produced office accessories

for his colleagues in architecture has bloomed into a lifestyle accessories company,

with stores in Milan, Paris and Taipei, and corners in Fred Segal in Los Angeles and

Zoa in New York.

"In the 1980s, I saw the monotony of women and their little backpacks. In

Milan there was such a widespread use of backpacks — big, small and mini," he says.

"It was clear that two free hands are a fantastic thing, but it seemed like the time to

propose something new to these women and that's how I started."

The Japanese-born Hasuike, who has lived in Milan since 1963, is one of Italy's

foremost proponents of smoothly designed, functional accessories, turning the

humble backpack into an exalted object of downtown Milan style. But he eschews

the term "minimalist."

"My intention was not to make important objects," he says. "I wanted things that

were practical and simple, with a minimum weight and cost."



Hasuike found the material for MH Way's first product, the transparent

corrugated plastic briefcase with black handle, from a crate used to cultivate

strawberries.

Created to accommodate everything from standard-size office paper to

architectural plans, the briefcases became a hit among Milan's design intelligentsia

and won a spate of awards when Hasuike presented them in 1983.

He followed up in 1986 with the egg-shaped lycra backpack, using a support

structure originally developed for bra cups.

For 2000, MH Way has launched two new unisex lines in waterproof, washable

polyester: "Allegra," which means "cheerful" in Italian, and "Pronto," which means

"ready."

Bags in the Allegra line contain multiple pockets and come in a variety of forms:

diagonally slung with a single shoulder strap, cinched as a waist pouch, or double-

breasted, and in colors ranging from black to mustard and cyclamen. The bags lie

close to the body and are slim enough to be worn under jackets.
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THE Pronto bags, in black and ecru, feature adjustable neck and waist straps,

small back pockets and large lateral ones for the clients Hasuike terms "urban

nomads."

"After work, getting on to the tram or the metro with a heavy briefcase, or going

to dinner or the movies, is a burden," Hasuike says. "So we wanted to suggest

another kind of bag, something light, and also something unisex. Men don't always

have to carry heavy objects, otherwise they become monsters."

Asked about his future plans, Hasuike shrugs. "I don't really have a singular

source of inspiration," he says. "Working as a designer means that I'm always

observing people. My job is seeing what they need."
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